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A J Productions Electronic Universal Game Caller (AJ Caller) Update. 
 
May 2020, we received news that a major component for the Deluxe AJ Caller electronics had been discontinued due 
to manufacturing constraints that were created during Covid-19.  
 
That component was a semi-conductor sound chip which had been used in all AJ Callers since 2010.  
 
The chip manufacturer decided to dedicate their resources to other areas of semi-conductor chip production. 
 
Other alternative semi-conductor chips were tested but none did the product justice. 
 
August 2022, the original semi-conductor sound chip manufacturer began production on a new updated version of that 
chip, but after sample testing, we were not happy with the end result. 
 
The only remaining option was to re-design the main Caller electronic circuit board.  
 
The new re-design was a success, but this new circuitry required changes to the file format that is loaded onto the 
interchangeable sound cards that are used in the AJ Callers. 
 
Because of these changes, the new name for the AJ Caller going forward is the 2023 Deluxe MKII model. 
 
The wireless frequency remains the same, so wireless remotes from 2010 onwards will still work with the updated 
version AJ Deluxe MKII model Caller.  
 
All sound cards for this new Deluxe MKII model will now have a Blue sticker label. 
 
The size/shape of the sound card has remained the same since 2010 and will continue to, only the sound file format 
has changed. 
 
The Blue sticker label sound cards will not function in earlier Yellow sticker label AJ Callers and vice versa.  
 
Going forward, both Yellow sticker label sound cards and Blue sticker label sound cards will be available. 
 
We apologise for this inconvenience, but this is the only option we had going forward, if we wanted to continue 
manufacturing our AJ Universal Game Caller (AJ Caller) 
 
Regards 
Allan  
Director – (A J Productions Ltd) 
 

 


